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Exercise :
1- study this dictionary entry about the different meanings of the word “ value” then do the
exercise below.

1- value (noun): If something is of value, it is
useful or important. If it is of no value, it has
no usefulness or importance.
2- value values valuing valued (verb): if you
value something or someone, you think that
they are important and you appreciate them.
3- valued ( adjective): highly-estimated;
well-regarded.
4- value (noun): worth of something in terms
of money.

5- value values valuing valued ( verb):
When experts value something, they decide
how much money it is worth.
6- value values (noun): the values of a person
or group are the moral principles and beliefs
they think are important.
Value values (noun): A value is a particular
number or quantity that can replace a symbol
such as ‘x’ or ‘y’ in a mathematical
expression ( TECHNICAL).

Decide which meaning “ valued” has in each example with reference to the dictionary
entry .
a. Tahar Benjelloun is a valued Moroccan novelist .
b. The Dollar often goes down in value in the time of war.
c. Educators call for a return to traditional family values.
d. What is the value of X in this equation: 2x+y=9?
e. More experiments must be made to see if this medicament has any value.
f. Some experts value the potential revenue from taxes at around 50 millions dhs .
g. The countries of South Asia share many common values .
h. This bracelet is really of no value.
i. if you value your health, you should give up bad eating habits .
j. Samantha puts a high value on her appearance .
2- here is a list of global values. Circle the ones familiar to you.
Tolerance
co-existence

citizenship
altruism

partnership
co-operation

initiative
equity

3-Relate these values with their meanings .
Value
a. altruism
b. citizenship
c. initiative
d. tolerance
e. coexistence
f. cooperation

Meaning
1. the ability to accept and respect the opinions and beliefs of others.
2. the ability to live together in harmony
3. the act of participating with others and working together towards the same
end
4. selflessness, generosity, kindness
5. equal treatment to anyone
6. the ability or opportunity to act before others do
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7. the set of rights and duties a person has towards his own community.

4- Match the words with their antonyms.
Word
a. altruism
b. tolerance
c. co-operation
d. equity
e. responsibility
f. love
g. harmony

Antonym
1. hatred
2. irresponsibility
3. selfishness
4. conflict
5. individuality
6. injustice
7. intolerance

5- Fill in the blanks with words from the list below.
Appropriate, community, criteria, circumstances, backgrounds, suitable, nations
Criteria for Universal Values
A value is universal only if it fulfils three ………..first, It must be ………. at all times – in
the past, at the present, and in the future. It should also be ………………for all humansfrom different, of opposite genders, and from various religious ……… . On top of that, a
value has to be applicable under all……… : among members of a family, among citizens
within a …….. , and between ………. of the world.
6- find words in column A which collocate with words in column B.
A
. Culture
. Civic
. Moral
. Cultural
. Common
. Global

B
. education
. good
. shock
. citizenship
. obligations
. diversity

7- Fill in the blanks with collocations from exercise 6.
a. ……………. is concerned with educating children on the love of their country and the
readiness to serve their community.
b. A good citizen always works for the ………………. of his community rather than seeks
private benefits or privileges.
c. Another aspect of citizenship is fulfilling one’s …………………. towards society before
asking for one’s rights.
d ………………….. makes of the world a picturesque, heterogeneous and pleasant place
with regard to the various cultures around the globe.
e. A person may experience ………………. when he moves to a cultural environment which
is different from his own.
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f ………………. is the ability to think beyond boundaries of place, identity and culture, and
recognise all human beings around the world as equal to us.

